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Gorbachev has a curious role in our understanding of recent history. Despite being a
Soviet politician and an abiding adherent of Marxist-Leninist tradition, he is widely
revered across the Western world. Conversely, Gorbachev is viewed skeptically by
state media and government politicians in Russia. In both Russia and the West, this
pronounced stance is almost exclusively due to the role that Gorbachev played in the
fall of Communism. In Berlin, he is featured alongside George Bush Sr. and
reunification chancellor Helmut Kohl in the “Fathers of Unity” monument that marked
the 20th anniversary of German reunification. Whereas former Russian president
Dmitry Medvedev has noted that “a great many Russians have the feeling that they lost
their country back then, and they hold him responsible for this”.1 In short, how
Gorbachev is viewed across Europe is closely linked to the way Soviet Communism is
perceived. Meanwhile, Gorbachev's vision of easing Western-Eastern tensions, and of
reversing nuclear proliferation, is of no ideological use to either side today. Werner
Herzog has tried to remind audiences of this conciliatory role through his 2018
conversations with Gorbachev, which formed the basis for his Meeting Gorbachev (codirected alongside André Singer). Two years later, it is the former, revolutionary role
that Vitaly Mansky addresses in his own interviews with Gorbachev for Gorbachev.
Heaven.
Being an homage built around Werner Herzog’s personal gratitude towards the man
himself, Meeting Gorbachev did not suffer from grave aesthetic inconsistencies. The
film naively paints Gorbachev’s career from his meager beginnings to the high ranks of
Soviet politics, a steep and obstinate rise which happens to match the way that Herzog
likes to recount his own life story. To tell the man’s story, Herzog and co-director
André Singer retrieved archive material, interviewed other politicians and diplomats,
and even appear to have visited his hometown. According to Herzog and Singer,
Gorbachev was a man driven by resolve and principles who singlehandedly decided to
change the world by pacifying international relations. His rallying for change, for
seeking closeness to citizens, and for ending elite thinking, are thus never portrayed in
the light of the tested populist formulae which became so popular in post-Communist
Eastern Europe (think of the rise of figures such as Alexander Lukashenka or Mikheil
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Saakashvili, which long predated the Trumpism of money-backed politicians such as
Andrej Babiš or Bidzina Ivanishvili).2 Instead, every official policy proclaimed or
recounted by Mikhail Gorbachev is taken at face value. True, Gorbachev’s hopes of an
end to the Cold War never materialized. But this does not really affect Gorbachev’s
ideal legacy, whose inner life and ideals are supposed to exist independently of the
world around him. The sentimental epilogue suggests that the real tragedy of
Gorbachev’s life is the early death of his wife. What ultimately happened in
international relations is sad, but not his fault. As a phrase jokingly attributed to Hegel
states, “so much worse for the world” that it does not adhere to Gorbachev’s
principles.
In his Gorbachev. Heaven, Vitaly Mansky resists such a subjectivist stance. Though
Gorbachev repeatedly unearths Mansky’s personal involvement by addressing him,
rebuking him, or offering him tea, Mansky tries to separate his persona from his
documentary by remaining off-screening. (As Mansky has revealed in interviews,
Mansky already knew Gorbachev before making his film.) He is also more than ready
to be insistent about political matters when Gorbachev tries to change the subject
matter. Mansky and cinematographer Alexandra Ivanova take their time to film not
only Gorbachev’s monologues, but also his surroundings and the cumbrous way he
moves around within them. They also refrain from including archive material or other
voices (save for members of a theater ensemble who are briefly seen preparing a play
on Gorbachev), although Gorbachev recounts his career in great detail. In keeping with
the observant style, only select title cards that contextualize historical figures such as
Lenin and Stalin consistently intervene in the footage of Gorbachev and his office and
estate. Though its title may suggest otherwise, Gorbachev. Heaven is thus more of an
epitaph than a requiem, mostly succeeding in eluding sentimentalism.
Ironically, despite appearing to know Gorbachev quite well, Mansky is therefore much
more reserved and “neutral” when dealing with the politician compared to Herzog,
who expresses his feelings of guilt and gratitude vis-à-vis Gorbachev (in both cases he
does so “as a German”). When Gorbachev resists addressing the death of peaceful
protesters in the last days of the Soviet Union, Mansky forces him to reveal if it was
really him who gave those orders. In this sense, Mansky appears to “have learned”
from his experiences with Putin, whom he had followed for Russian television upon his
rise to power without really challenging his self-portrayal. (He processed his remorse
over this experience years later in Putin’s Witnesses).
But in another way, the premise of Mansky’s film prevents him from truly challenging
Gorbachev. The issue Mansky faces is that like Meeting Gorbachev, his film is an
homage, but unlike Meeting Gorbachev, it is an homage on terms that Gorbachev
himself does not accept. Mansky is grateful towards Gorbachev for the end of (Eastern
European) Communism, an event which Gorbachev is neither happy about, nor feels
responsible for. And this is a problem insofar as Mansky is thereby forced to feed
Herzog’s narrative of singlehanded change. In his voice-over, Mansky announces that
finding out how Gorbachev came to decide to bring down Communism singlehandedly,
was one of his chief interests in making his film. And while Gorbachev will be allowed
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to correct Mansky’s understanding of the goal he was thereby trying to achieve, he will
not tanker with the myth of him making a singlehanded decision to change the world.
Like Herzog, Mansky buys into the story of him envisioning a better future on
principle, of rallying for change because he deemed it right, and of following through
purely out of personal conviction. In Mansky’s narrative, Gorbachev really wanted that
change, only that he remains oblivious to the fact that this change necessarily implies
an end of Communism. Which is hardly a coincidence. For had Mansky challenged
even the part of Gorbachev’s narrative about his wanting to bring about change purely
out of conviction, the homage would have collapsed. For there would be nothing
Gorbachev could be thanked for – had he intended neither the effects of change nor
even the change itself, both would be merely contingent products of his personal
ambitions.
This is a bigger problem for Mansky than it is for Herzog and Singer, because Mansky
had promised to offer a critical assessment of Gorbachev, whereas Herzog and Singer
make it clear that their take on Gorbachev is an expression of personal gratitude and
thus highly prejudiced. In the end, both cinematic products are equally guilty of
bolstering the myth of the great men of the 20th century whose ideals supposedly
shaped the world, only that Mansky seems to be less aware of this dynamic than
Herzog and Singer are. Does this make Herzog’s and Singer’s film “better” than
Mansky’s? I do not think that aesthetic considerations should be forced into such
simplistic declarations. What can be said is that Herzog and Singer successfully pursue
their premise, but that their premise is quite naïve: to thank Gorbachev for wanting to
end the arms race. (I too think that nuclear non-proliferation and an end to the Cold
War are absolutely elementary, but is feeding the myth of self-important old men the
right way of bringing about that change?) Mansky’s film has a more difficult premise: it
tries to understand the mind of a politician. And as if this premise weren’t difficult
enough, Mansky also wants to thank him for the fall of the Soviet Union. That both can
be achieved in a single film is highly unlikely. In Mansky’s film, the result is an odd
discrepancy in his bearing towards Gorbachev. After giving in to Gorbachev’s
embellished self-portrayal for more than an hour, he suddenly starts questioning him
when the topic changes to the fall of Communism and Putin’s reign. Was everything he
said prior to that trustworthy? Is our only criterion of truth a sound positioning within
the everlasting dichotomy between West and East? If so, Herzog’s attempt to revive
Gorbachev’s rhetoric of thaw may indeed have been in vain.
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2. This may be due to the fact that Soviet politics (as well as Russia’s, or that of
Europe’s own aristocratic past), is still viewed mechanistically in the West, so
that each power transition is thought to be simply guaranteed by the state’s
power monopoly, not involving catering to all sorts of interest groups.
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